
Relation Extraction



Relation Extraction

• Find and identify semantic relations among entities


• Binary relations in most cases


• Structure to the entities that constitute the relation


• Used to populate a relational database.



Example of a Relation
CHICAGO (AP) — Citing high fuel prices, United Airlines said Friday it 
has increased fares by $6 per round trip on flights to some cities also 
served by lower-cost carriers. American Airlines, a unit of AMR, 
immediately matched the move, spokesman Tim Wagner said. United, a 
unit of UAL, said the increase took effect Thursday night and applies to 
most routes where it competes against discount carriers, such as 
Chicago to Dallas and Atlanta and Denver to San Francisco, Los Angeles 
and New York. 

Taken from textbook



Other possible examples 

• ParentOf(Ned Stark, Jon Snow)


• LocatedIn(Salt Lake City, Utah)


• OccursOn(Christmas, Dec 25)


• Birthyear(Mozart, 1756)



Why does Relation 
Extraction matter?

• Create organizational structures and profiles


• Automatically learn to add new entries in databases.


• Can be used for question answering.


• Allows for logical reasoning.



Example of geographical 
relations



Another Example



Types of relations

• The ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) program 
conducts community-wide performance evaluations of IE 
systems.


• Tasks defined and focused on IE: entities, relations, 
events, within and across documents.



Types of relations
• Mentions: instances irrespective of types


• Geopolitical entities (GPE): geographic area but can act 
as different entity types.

the riots in Miami  → Location

Miami voted against …  → Person

Miami imposed restrictions … → Organization



ACE 2008 Types
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Handwritten Rules for 
Relation Extraction

• Enforcing entity type matching and context matching.


• Example: LocatedIn(<Organization>,<Location>)


• Rules: XYZ based in ABC, ABC headquarters in XYZ, 
ABC offices in XYZ.



Handwritten Rules for 
Relation Extraction

• Example 2: StudiesIn(<Person>,<University>)


• Rules: XYZ attends ABC, XYZ studies in ABC, XYZ goes 
to ABC 

• Note: beware of generalizing. Your patterns may start 
extracting things apart from the relation you are trying to 
extract. 



Exercise
• Form a group of 2-3 people.


• Come up with 3 different handwritten rules to learn the 
following relationships. Assume that NER has been 
performed for you.


• EmployeeOf(<Person>,<Organization>)


• MemberOf(<Person>,<SportsTeam>)


• AuthorOf(<Person>,<BookTitle>)
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Bootstrapping Approaches

• “Seed” instances of relations


• Lots of unannotated text


• Semi-supervised approach



Bootstrapping example 
• Target relation: burial place 
• Seed tuple: [Mark Twain, Elmira] 
• Grep/Google for “Mark Twain” and “Elmira” “Mark Twain is 
buried in Elmira, NY.” 

→ X is buried in Y 
“The grave of Mark Twain is in Elmira” 
→ The grave of X is in Y 
“Elmira is Mark Twain’s final resting place” 
→ Y is X’s final resting place 
• Use those patterns to search for new tuples 



Bootstrapping process



DIPRE (Brin 1998)
• Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Expansion


• Extract (author, book) pairs 


• 5 Step Approach:


1. Start with a small sample of target relation


2. Find occurrences in the data


3. Generate patterns based on the occurrences found 

4. Search database for new tuples.


5. If enough tuples found, return. Else repeat.



DIPRE



DIPRE
• Patterns generated by the seed occurrences:


• 1999 occurrences and 3 patterns


• Patterns contain left, middle and right.



DIPRE
• Produced 4047 book title and author tuples. 


• Was done over the same URLS.



Snowball

• (Agichtein & Gravano, 2000)


• Weakly supervised, bootstrapping method for learning 
relations between two named entities.


• Begins with seed tuples


• Iteratively learns relation patterns and new instances


• Relies heavily on the NER to identify context



Snowball



Pattern Representation

• Similar to DIPRE: <Left, Tag1, Middle, Tag2, Right>


• Tag1 and Tag2 are named entity classes.


• Left, Middle, and Right are vectors of terms (with weights) 
representing different types of context.


• Example:  … at the Apple headquarters in California.


• [(<at, 0.3>, <the, 0.2>), <Org>, (<headquarters, 0.2>, <in, 0.3>), <Location>, ( ) ] 



Pattern Matching

• Given two tuples: 
TP = <LP, T1, MP, T2, RP> TS = <LS, T’1, MS, T’2, RS> 


• The degree of match: Match(TP,Ts) = 


• LP ⚬ LS+ MP ⚬ MS + RP ⚬ RS    if the tags match 


• 0 otherwise 


• The dot indicates the vector dot product. 



Evaluating Patterns

Patterns that extract < τSUP seed tuples are filtered, and the 
rest are assigned a confidence value. Two confidence 
measures were tried: 

Confidence(P) = P.positive / (P.positive + P.negative )

ConfidenceRlogF(P) = Confidence(P) * log2(P.positive) 

Since confidence values should range from 0 to 1, 
ConfidenceRlogF values are normalized by the largest 
confidence value of any pattern. 



Discovering new entity 
pairs

• To discover new tuples (entity pairs: <E1, E2>), Snowball first extracts 
sentences that contain entities of the desired types.  

• For each sentence, a 5-tuple is created: T = <LP, T1, MP, T2, RP>, 
whereT1 is the class of E1 ,and T2 is the class of E2. 

• The 5-tuple is matched against the patterns and a candidate tuple 
(entity pair) is generated for every pattern X such that  
Match(T, TX) ≥ taoSIM 


• Each candidate tuple is linked with the set of patterns that generated it 
and then scored to decide which ones to keep and use for subsequent 
learning. 



Learned Pattern Examples



Evaluation
• Snowball was designed to learn LocatedIn(ORG,LOC) relations and 

produce entity pairs for this relation. 


• Snowball’s goal was to generate tables of entity pairs from a corpus, 
as opposed to typical IE systems that want to find every instance of 
a relation. 


• An “Ideal” set of entity pairs was created by: 
– compiling (ORG,LOC) pairs from “Hoover’s Online” web site  
– retained pairs for which the organization name appears in the 
corpus with its location nearby 


• However Hoover’s is far from complete. So manual samples of 
extracted tuples were evaluated by hand.  



Results
100 extracted tuples were evaluated by hand for each system. 


Three types of errors were labeled: 
Location Errors = mistagging a location (NER error) 
Organization Errors = mistagging an organization (NER error) 
Relationship Errors = misidentifying the relation 
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Supervised Approaches

• Useful for domain specific data


• Annotate a few instances


• Define features and see which ones produce best results


• Train a classifier to predict a relation given two entities 
(and features)


• Commonly used in medical relation extractions, etc.



Basic Features
• Entity Features:


• the types of the named entities (person, organization, etc)


• the mention types of the entities (name, nominal, pronoun)


• the head noun of the entities


• Indicate entity order


• Lexical Context:


• Words before, between and after the entities


• the distance between the entities


• whether other mentions occur between entities



Syntactic Features
• Chunking-based features


• phrasal heads containing the entities


• phrasal heads of before/between/after contexts


• Dependency parsing features


• dependency relations linked to the entities


• pairs of heads or entity types and dependent words


• Parse Tree Features


• POS tags


• Parse tree paths connecting one entity to the other.



Dependency Paths

• Very useful feature: traversal path between two entities.


• Example:  ⃪  compound  ⃪  nsubj → nmod



Semantic Features

• Semantic class information can be used to distinguish 
between relation subtypes.


• Semantic knowledge is typically based on WordNet, lists 
harvested from the Web, or manually defined (e.g., family 
member terms are a relatively small set).
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Distant Supervision
• Using a large external knowledge base to provide some 

positive results and replicate them. 

• Hypothesis: If two entities belong to a certain relation, any 
sentence containing those two entities is likely to express 
that relation  

• Key idea: use a database of relations to get lots of noisy 
training examples 

• instead of hand-creating seed tuples (bootstrapping) 

• instead of using hand-labeled corpus (supervised) 
Mintz, Bills, Snow, Jurafsky. 2009. Distant supervision for relation extraction without labeled data. 
ACL-2009. 



Distant Supervision
• Has advantages of supervised approach

• leverage rich, reliable hand-created knowledge 

• relations have canonical names

• can use rich features (e.g. syntactic features) 


• Has advantages of unsupervised approach


• leverage unlimited amounts of text data 


• allows for very large number of weak features


• not sensitive to training corpus: genre-independent 


• Bad: data will be “noisy”!!



Examples of <Microsoft, 
Redmond>

Microsoft Research was founded on the Microsoft Redmond campus.


Microsoft Corporation Corporate Headquarters One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 
98052-6399. UNITED STATES


Find buildings in the Microsoft Redmond Main Campus in Redmond, WA


18617 salaries for 818 jobs at Microsoft in Redmond


Salaries posted anonymously by Microsoft employees in Redmond.


Microsoft Jobs available in Redmond , WA


Microsoft is considering a multibillion-dollar revamp of its headquarters campus in 
Redmond


Redmond is commonly recognized as the home of both Microsoft and Nintendo.



Freebase
• Huge database of triples/ relations.


• Now part of Wikidata.



Distant Supervision for Relation 
Extraction without Labeled Data
• [Mintz et al., ACL-IJCNLP 2009] used distant supervision from 

Freebase to train a relation extractor. 


• They used data for the 102 largest relations, which had 1.8 million 
instances connecting 940,000 entities.


• “relation” is an ordered, binary relation between entities.


• Example: person-nationality


• “relation instance” is an ordered pair of specific entities that 
participate in the relation.


• Example: (John Steinbeck, United States)



Sample of Freebase 
Relations



Approach
• Apply an NER tagger to identify entities.


• Extract sentences that contain two entities of types that can participate 
in a relation. 


• Group all contexts that correspond to the same relation instance. 


• The collective contexts serve as a single positive training example.


Example: Suppose a pair of entities occurs in 10 sentences.If each 
sentence has 3 features extracted, then the entity pair instance will have 30 
features in its feature vector. 


• Train a multiclass logistic regression classifier to predict a relation name 
given a pair of entities (i.e. the feature vector for the pair).



Why collective contexts?
A key advantage of merging contexts from multiple 
instances is that some mentions will occur in relation 
contexts, some in ambiguous contexts, and some in non-
relation contexts. 


Example:


Steven Spielberg’s film Saving Private Ryan is loosely based 
on the brothers’ story.


Allison co-produced the Academy Award-winning Saving 
Private Ryan, directed by Steven Spielberg.



Lexical Features
Given a context containing two entities, the following information is 


extracted.


– the sequence of words between them


– the POS tags for the words between them


– a flag indicating which entity appeared first


– a window of k words to the left of Entity #1 and their POS tags


– a window of k words to the right of Entity #2 and their POS tags


– the named entity tags for the two entities


Each lexical feature is the conjunction of all this information. One conjunctive feature is 
generated for each k in {0,1 2}



Syntactic Features
Syntactic features are also generated from a dependency parse of the 
sentence.


– A dependency path  between the two entities, which is a series  of 
dependencies, directions, and words/chunks representing a  traversal of 
the parse.


– For each entity, one window node that is  not part of the  dependency 
path. 


– the named entity tags for the two entities


 Each syntactic feature is a  conjunction of this information. One  
conjunctive feature is generated for each pair of left and right window 
nodes, as well as features that omit one or both.



Example of features



Classifier
As negative training data, random entity pairs that do not 
participate in a Freebase relation are used to generate feature 
vectors for an “unrelated” relation. This may produce some noise, 
but the effect should be small.


They randomly sample 1% of entity pairs that are not in a Freebase 
relation. 


Testing: a multi-class logistic classifier takes an entity pair as input, 
constructs a feature vector for it, and returns a relation name with a 
confidence score.


All entity pairs can then be ranked by their confidence scores to 
identify the N most likely new relation instances.



Text Corpus
Corpus: full text of all Wikipedia articles.


–1.8 million articles, 14.3 sentences per article on average


–800,000 used for training, 400,000 used for testing


Wikipedia texts chosen because:


–“sentences tend to make explicit many facts that might be omitted in 
newswire”


–“most of the information in Freebase is derived from tabular data 
from Wikipedia, meaning that Freebase relations are more likely to 
appear in sentences in Wikipedia”



Analysis
The syntactic features showed benefits over just the lexical 
features, so they inspected examples to understand how they 
helped. 


The syntactic features consistently helped with the director-film and 
writer-film relations, which are particularly ambiguous. 


They observed many examples with a large distance between the 
director’s name and the film, for example: Back Street is a 1932 film 
made by Universal Pictures, directed by John M. Stahl, and 
produced by Carl Laemmle Jr. 

These cases would have long lexical features, but often short 
dependency paths. 



Conclusion

• Viable option if searching for specific relation


• Need to rely on parsing, semantic labelling, NER 


• Choose an approach that works for your domain/needs.


